
 

 

Worshipful Company of Musicians  

Piano Workshop 
On Thursday October 8th, we welcomed the 

Worshipful Company of Musicians into school to 

take part in a Piano workshop with our Year 6 

pupils. It was a great success with pupils 

benefitting hugely from watching this orchestral 

instrument being played to a professional 

standard by such a fantastic young musician. 

 
Our Year 6 pupils enthusiastically took part, 

learning about pitch, tone and dynamics as well 

as discussing different classical composers such as 

Mozart and Beethoven and their stories. They 

listened well to the pianist playing a Bach suite 

and made up their own ‘mind movies’ to different 

pieces they listened to. 

It was a great experience and one we will be 

continuing for all pupils in the school in the future. 

 

Breakfast Club 
There are now 8 spaces available in Breakfast 

club for those pupils in reception to year 6. Places 

will be allocated on a first come, first serve basis. 

You must be committed to your child attending 

each week. The sessions will run between 8.00am 

till 8.50am every day. There is a charge of £1.00 for 

non-working parents/carers and £2.00 for working 

parents/carers a week, to be paid at the start of 

each half term. If you are interested in a place for 

your child, please come to the school office to 

complete a registration form. 

 

Reception and Year 1 Sharing Assembly 
Parents/carers are invited to attend a sharing 

assembly on Monday 19th October. Please arrive 

for 2.55pm, so that the assembly can start and 

finish on time.  

 

Year 6 Residential  
The deadline for payment for the Y6 Residential is 

Tuesday 20th October. For those parents/carers 

that are paying on a payment plan, please make 

sure your payments are made on time. Failure to 

keep to an agreed plan will result in the full 

amount becoming payable immediately. 

 

Important Dates 
Half Term:  

Monday 26th – Friday 30th October 2015 

INSET Day (school closed to pupils):  

Monday 2nd November 2015 

 

Absence Procedure 
If your child is unable to attend school, please 

telephone the administration team before 9.00am 

on 020 7364 1010 to report the absence. Please 

ensure that medical appointments are made 

outside school hours. In the event that your 

child/ren has an appointment during the school 

day, you need to provide proof of the 

appointment to the administration team so that 

we can authorise the period of absence. 

 

Dinner Money Payments 

 
This is a reminder to parents/carers that payments 

for dinner money for Nursery pupils should be paid 

once week in advance. Dinners cost £1.90 per 

day or £9.50 per week. Please remember that the 

office does not have change, so please bring in 

the exact money. Thank you. 

 

Secondary Transfer 
Please return completed secondary transfer forms 

by Friday 16th October 2015 to either the school 

administration office or to the Pupil Admissions 

Team at Mulberry Place, 5 Clove Crescent, 

London, E14 2BG. You can also apply online. 

 

Nursery Admissions 2016/2017 
If your child was born between 1st September 2012 

and 31 August 2013, you can apply for a nursery 

place now. If you wish to apply, please collect an 

application form from the school office. The 

deadline for applications for Nursery admission is 

Friday 15th January 2016. 
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Star Pupils - Community 

Elena Truong Rasheda’s For helping a friend to settle into class. 

Maiya Miah Rasheda’s For settling into Reception class really well. 

Amirah Miah Rasheda’s  For trying her best to help with tidying up. Thank you Amirah 

Ahmad Newaz Rasheda’s For building confidence to speak to his peers. 

Ibrahim Hoque Amy’s For being kind and helping others. 

Farihah Khanom Amy’s For being kind and helping others. 

Ayesha Miah Amy’s For being kind and helping others. 

Zara Abedin Brandy’s For a consistent positive attitude and lovely manners 

Yahya Miah Brandy’s For always taking time to help around the classroom 

Ammara Imani Ali Pascale’s 
For welcoming and trying to make friend with another member of our 

class. 

Najiba Uddin Pascale’s  For always helping others including adult keeping our classroom tidy. 

Ehsan Shahid Ana’s For being kind to others. 

Mariha Ali Elizabeth’s For always being helpful 

Thoyuba Begum Stewart’s For always helping in class at lunchtimes and being a great team worker 

Rayan Hussein Stewart’s For helping others in the classroom and playground 

Sara Zitouni Kathleen’s 
Sara has done very well in maths this week. Also, she has been a good 

helper to the teacher. Well done Sara! 

Ikram Ahmed Leah’s For setting a good example and giving 100% 

Maddie Hilton Leah’s For always being friendly and polite. 

Toffazul Hussen Liza’s 

Well done for participating and working really well with the class during 

PSHE and for being brave enough to be the first person in class to share 

your personal experiences and motivating others 

Star Pupils - High Expectations 

Kalkii Thirumalai Kumar Rasheda’s For finding his carpet space and sitting down when asked to. Well done! 

Zayn Kamlani Rasheda’s For demonstrating good sitting, listening and looking at carpet sessions. 

James Le Rasheda’s For using thinking thumb at carpet sessions. Well done James! 

Zahid Miah Rasheda’s For confidently reading a picture story to his group. Well done Zahid! 

Isaac Essa Yunis Rasheda’s 
For beginning to show good sitting and listening at carpet sessions. Well 

done Isaac! 

Kolsuma Begum Farjana’s  
Kolsuma is always on her best behaviour and has become a role model 

in her class. 

Daniel Harrison Farjana’s 

Daniel is always on his best behaviour and making good decisions to 

help his learning progress. He is keen to learn and has a great 'can do' 

attitude. 

Alice Randone Farjana’s For eating lots of her school dinner. Well done Alice! 

Tabassum Begum Pascale’s Handwriting champion this week! 

Shahriyar Khan Pascale’s For making such a great achievement and joining our class every day. 

Nabiha Yasmin Pascale’s 
For sequencing a story and including time connectives, adjectives and 

CL, FS and finger gaps in all her sentences. 

Alia Sayed Mohammed Ana’s For always doing her homework. 

Keyaan Iqbal Elizabeth’s For receiving great writer of the week. 

Aleena Jannat Elizabeth’s For always showing a positive attitude to learning. 

Zara Miah Elizabeth’s For always having a positive attitude towards learning 

Sufyan Azarkan Diane’s 100% effort in making the right choice. 

Taseen Jilani Diane’s Trying hard in his writing 

Ty Worsfold Diane’s 100 % effort in his work. Good listening. 

Anisa Anjum Shah’s For her inspiring acrostic poem on light. 
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Jumaymah Chowdhury Shah’s For her inspiring acrostic poem on light 

Tahmina Hussein Shah’s 
Showing perseverance when rounding 4 digit numbers to a multiple of a 

thousand 

Najahat Ahmed Stewart’s For always being on time to class in the morning and reading everyday 

Sajida Begum Stewart’s always showing her thinking thumb and answering in full sentences 

Jahed Miah Kathleen’s 
Jahed has done very well in maths this week; he always works hard and 

tries his best. Well done Jahed! 

Saaim Uddin Kathleen’s 
Saaim tries his best in everything he does, especially in PE this week! Well 

done Saaim! 

Rianna Hussain Hye Leah’s For always trying her best and giving 100% effort. 

Rashif Kabir Leah’s For always listening, following instructions and giving 100% effort. 

Phoebe Micallef Leah’s For excellent effort in Science this week. 

Simon Ryan Leah’s For always trying his best and giving 100%. 

Ebaad Ul-Islam Leah’s For working hard to complete his star charts every day. 

Naseha Aktar-Reefah Laverne’s Naseha Aktar-Reefah 

Najibah Chowdhury Laverne’s  Always giving 100% during lessons. 

Jafirul Jabbar Laverne’s Always giving 100% during lessons. 

Ayman Haddadi Liza’s 

Well done for completely changing your behaviour and becoming a 

mature year 5 pupil. You now have high expectation of your behaviour 

at all time. 

Raiyan Khan Liza’s 
Well done Raiyan for promoting high expectation of behaviour in class 

and being a great role model to everyone. 

Rakib Ahmed Eve’s For making a great start in Y6 and trying his best. 

Tanvir Chowdhury Eve’s For writing an interesting opening to his newspaper report. 

Zakariyya Islam Eve’s For always giving 100% and following instructions. 

Nashad Noor Eve’s 
For making a great start on her newspaper report and including direct 

speech. 

Ruhan Mannan Oli’s 
For working extremely hard in every lesson and contributing to 

classroom discussions. 

Muhammad Miah Oli’s 
For working extremely hard in every lesson and contributing to 

classroom discussions. 

Imtiaz Rahman Oli’s 
For working extremely hard in every lesson and contributing to 

classroom discussions. 

Star pupils - Independent Learning 

Tanisha Uddin Rasheda’s For producing amazing work at the writing table. 

Radiyah Kamaly Rasheda’s For taking pride in her independent work.  

Elke Jones Rasheda’s For exploring all areas of learning in the classroom. Well done Elke! 

Hafiza Yasmin Rasheda’s For taking independence in her writing. Well done Hafiza! 

Fatima Begum Farjana’s 
Fatima always makes use of the resources available on the offered 

tables to engage herself in independent learning. 

Zaynab Ali Alicia’s For working really hard at writing HFWs. 

Madison Maynard Brandy’s For excellent sequencing when retelling of our trip to Lee Valley 

Safwan Ahmed Pascale’s For sequencing a story and writing the story all by himself. 

Fawwaz Uddin Mus’ab Pascale’s For sequencing a story and writing the story all by himself. 

Mouhamed Birem Ana’s Excellent piece of writing 

Cruz Rowland Ana’s Excellent writing 

Amina Ticherfatine Ana’s Best handwriting. 

Saif Al-Din Elizabeth’s For trying really hard to improve his writing. 

Nagifa Khandaker Diane’s Challenging herself in maths 

Diego Mazzeo Diane’s During Poetry he was creative and focused. Wrote an amazing poem! 

Ridwan Miah Diane’s 
Working really hard on his persuasive letter, reading over his work to 

improve it 

Yasin Mohammed Miah Diane’s Trying hard in his writing, making the right choices 

Shuayb Ali Yusuf Diane’s Trying hard in his writing, making the right choices 

Sumaiya Khatun Stewart’s Handwriting champion 



 

 

Aqib Rahim Stewart’s Writing Champion 

Berkay Yirtici Stewart’s For putting in 100% effort in class and always showing his thinking thumb 

Maymuna Siddiqua Kathleen’s 
Maymuna wrote a lovely advert last week in English! Well done 

Maymuna! 

Omar Abdullah Leah’s For always trying his best and giving 100% effort in all subjects. 

Mumtas Duale Leah’s For sharing her ideas in an articulate way and always trying her best. 

Saimah Ahmed Laverne’s Answering questions and participating in lessons. 

Tasnim Ahmed Laverne’s Working hard on constructing sentences. 

Sabrina Aden Eve’s 
For working independently to solve division problems which included 

decimal remainders. 

Muhammad Al-Qasim Eve’s 
For working independently to solve division problems which included 

decimal remainders. 

Imtehaz Khan Eve’s 
For working independently to solve division problems which included 

decimal remainders. 

Tasniya Ahmed Oli’s 
For working independently to solve division problems which included 

decimal remainders. 

Mafoozah Begum Oli’s 
For working independently to solve division problems which included 

decimal remainders. 

 


